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Abstract—While considerable efforts have been made to extend the au-
tonomy of mobile home devices, there remain many every-day applications
that heavily impact the battery lifetime. In order to save battery resources,
a platform independent framework is proposed to delegate the main power
consuming tasks to fixed computational resources inside the home. To al-
low selecting the most appropriate resource, a delegation algorithm is pre-
sented. This delegation algorithm considers both the characteristics of the
requesting mobile application as the real-time data collected from local re-
source monitors, and optimizes the resource utilization within the home
network. In addition, an implementation of the resource delegation frame-
work is described which is based on the open standards UPnP and OSGi.
As most of the home applications have stringent real-time constraints, the
paper also explains the minimum delay inherent to the framework.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

HOME networks are evolving from pure single-PC networks
to networks integrating PCs, mobile devices and consumer

electronics. In an attempt to offer ”any service on any de-
vice”, resource consuming applications also become available
on resource-constraints mobile home devices. Many of these
applications not only demand a lot of resources, they also im-
pact the autonomy of the mobile device.

Although considerable efforts have been made to extend the
autonomy on hardware level [1], this paper explores another,
complementary solution to obtain additional battery-savings.
Therefore we distinguish four main energy consumers in mo-
bile devices: (1) the wireless interface, (2) the network traf-
fic handling, (3) the central processor unit and (4) the display.
The main contribution of this paper lies in defining a framework
which allows offloading the CPU of mobile devices. Hereby
the energy gain should not be jeopardized by increased traffic
handling or the increased activity of the wireless interface.

The next section gives a characterization of home network re-
sources and their typical applications. In section III, we define
a lightweight framework to offload computational tasks from a
resource-constrained device to a powerful PC. Subsequently, we
present the details of a proof-of-concept which adheres to open
standards (OSGi and UPnP). We conclude this paper by dis-
cussing the energy gain and the delay introduced by the frame-
work.

II. H OME NETWORK RESOURCES

Today’s home networks include both fixed computational re-
sources (desktop PC and wired laptops) as mobile resource-
constrained terminals. Whereas the CPU of mobile devices eas-
ily gets overloaded when for instance a media player is running,
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fixed computational resources typically only use a small fraction
of the available processing power. Figure 1 illustrates the CPU
and RAM usage of an AMD athlon64 3000+ desktop PC while
using common applications like internet explorer, a mail client,
a media player, word processing, etc. The diagram shows the
mean CPU and RAM usage per 15 minutes over a time period
of 8 hours and confirms the high degree of idleness.

Fig. 1. Mean RAM usage of a desktop PC

Offloading a part of the CPU-load towards a fixed computa-
tional resource comes with both advantages and disadvantages.
• By delegating computational tasks to powerful resources,
processing power should not be a constraint anymore for
resource-constrained devices. Today, powerful resources are
needed in the LAN to decode streams that are compressed be-
cause of bandwidth limitations in the access network. Once
inside the LAN, where bandwidth is also no longer an is-
sue, resource-constrained devices become exclueded to con-
sume these streams. A delegation framework could in that case
help out and decompress before forwarding to the mobile de-
vice.
• A disadvantage is the additional delay to allocate remote re-
sources. especially given the realtime constraints of two im-
portant groups of home applications (’immediate’ entertainment
and home-working support). Therefore the framework proposed
in section III, IV aims to minimize the additional delay.

Fig. 2. Qualitative energy comparison between local (baseline) and remote
video decompression

The energy-savings as a result of less local computations
should not be jeopardized by an increase of network traffic.
Therefore, before delegating a part of an application, the energy
saving due to less local computations should always be chal-
lenged with the potential energy increase if more network traffic
needs to be handled (Fig. 2).
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III. R ESOURCE MONITORING AND DELEGATION

The framework we propose, considers applications that -
apart from running completely locally - also allow to execute
(at least a part of) the computational intensive tasks on a remote
machine while the representation of the results is still processed
locally.

Figure 3 illustrates the main concepts of the resource dele-
gation framework. Similar to grid computing, each powerful
resource needs to run a resource monitor which should at least
collect information about the available CPU, available RAM and
available storage. These data should be collected and aggregated
by a central component, which is also in charge of responding to
resource allocation requests. As central device in the home, the
residential gateway is the preferred host for this central compo-
nent.

The central component should also contain the logic to (1)
admit/deny requests from unauthorized devices, (2) prioritize
resource allocation requests, and (3) to effectively allocate an
available resource to a requesting resource-constrained device.

Fig. 3. Concepts for remote resource allocation

Compared to grid job scheduling, the prioritization and re-
source allocation algorithm should consider three important dif-
ferences:
Type of jobsWithin a home LAN, the jobs to be scheduled will
relate to entertainment or tele-working. Therefore it will in most
cases not be affordable to postpone jobs for more than an hour.
Low number of jobs and devicesAs jobs can not be postponed
for too long, the number of queued jobs will be low compared to
grid computing. Also the number of participating devices will
be low and will typically be less than 10.
Framework overheadGiven the realtime constraint of home ap-
plications and the smaller size of a job, the overhead imposed by
the framework should be minimized. This is not a strict require-
ment for grid computing.

IV. D ELEGATION FRAMEWORK ADHERING TO STANDARDS

A proof-of-concept of the resource delegation framework has
been built in order to investigate the additional delay introduced
by the framework. The central gateway component adheres to
the service-oriented architecture as proposed in [2].

A. Based on the open standards UPnP and OSGi

The different components of the framework are all developed
as hot deployable java bundles within the OSGi service environ-
ment (Fig. 4). Additionally, each ”server” bundle is registered -

and thus discoverable - as a UPnP-device whereas ”client” bun-
dles are registered as UPnP control points. All applications sup-
porting UPnP [1] can thus benefit from the proposed framework.

Fig. 4. UPnP resource monitoring devices as bundles in the OSGi framework

We considered the realtime constraint and the low number
of queued jobs to define a simple prioritization algorithm that
favors (1) jobs with a higher priority, (2) applications with the
highest ratio of remote computations versus local computations,
and (3) battery empowered devices.

B. Minimized overhead for delegation

The resource delegation framework on itself also requires
some resources and introduces an additional start-up delay.
These required resources have been kept minimal by adopting
the OSGi service environment (about 200Kbyte for a restricted
version), and by developing small resource delegation java bun-
dles (each about 100Kbyte).

In order to keep the additional start-up delay under control,
we consider the delay between sending the job request and start-
ing up a distributed application. Two subtasks need further in-
vestigation: (1) the time a job request consumes in the central
component before a resource is allocated, (2) the delay to install
and configure additional software on the remote resource.

V. CONCLUSIONS

On the one hand mobile home terminals are suffering from
hard energy constraints, while on the other hand more and more
powerful computers (mostly idle) become integrated in a single
home network. In an attempt to lower the energy consumption
on mobile terminals, a lightweight resource delegation frame-
work is proposed. The framework enables mobile terminals to
offload computational intensive tasks to more powerful PCs. At
the core of the proposed framework is a resource allocation algo-
rithm that takes into account periodic monitoring information to
match a job request with an available resource. For a first proof-
of-concept, we developed a UPnP-compliant resource reserva-
tion protocol and explained the minimum expected additional
delay. As future work, this minimum delay will be quantified
and verified with a real-world use case implementation.
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